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LC = 150mm minimum

        700mm maximum

LF = 70mm

DM = V + 500mm

DP = V + 300mm

P = 110/130mm  minimum 

with engine
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LC = 700mm minimum

LF = 70mm

DP = VP + 300mm

P = 110/130mm  minimum 

with engine
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LC = 600mm

LF = 500mm

DP = VP + 300mm

P = 110/130mm  minimum 

with engine
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If the side wall of the opening (on the curve rail side), has a dimension greater than 700mm, the engine could be 

mounted in the lintel.

If the two side walls have an dimension equal or smaller than 700mm, the engine must be mounted on the sidewall of 

the opening installation place.

REQUiRED installatiOn sEts anD tECHniCal DiMEnsiOns
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SIDE SLIDING SECTIONAL DOOR  •  residential

www.flexidoor.pt

lC - Lateral curve side     lF - Lateral close side     VP - Installation opening measure DM – Needed wall measure for engine     DP – Needed wall measure for manual door     P - LintelLegend | 

Sectional Doors Automatic Devices High Speed Doors Automatic Glass Doors

•

•



2 - Frame 3 - Groove1 - White Flat 5 - Groove Wood 6 - Wood Flat 7 - Groove Wood Flat4 - Groove Wood Flat

Sandwich panel with high isolation and energy savings 

qualities through its 40mm thickness with injected 

polyurethane, CFC-free, with an average density of 

43kg/m3 between the two steel plates of 0.5 mm, 

on which is applied a weatherseal that ensures their 

tightness .

REDUCE tHE WastE OF EnERGY in FaVOR 
OF COnFORt anD tHERMal isOlatiOn

Panel in steel plate with thermoplastic paint 

and FingerSafe Protection System, available 

in a wide range of colors.

slide Door
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01 |  superior track
in galvanized steel,

roller system with double 
bearing rollers and 

integrated finger 
protection.

Entrance completely free of obstacles even with a low lintel

What are the advantages of a slide Door? 

02 | lateral profile in
aluminum ,on which is applied 

a rubber seal that assures 
greater tightness

04 | Pedestrian entrance due to 
an easy partial opening.

 Door can be partly opened for 
letting in pedestrians, eliminating 

the need of an Pass Door,
enhancing the comfort of an 

passage without obstacles,
which is an important attribute

in daily use of your garage 

06 |  Manufacture 
to the measure 
needed
until 5mts. of 
width x 2,5mts. 
of height.

03 |  inferior track
in galvanized steel

that guides the panel,
with holes to fix it to 

the ground.

05 |  simplicity of 
functioning 
with sliding opening.
Perfectly adaptable to  any type
of garage  with lack of space 
in new or existing buildings.

Windows

Window in aluminum 

with double simple 

laminated glass

Window in aluminum 

with double simple 

laminated glass and 

cross insert

Window in aluminum 

with double simple 

laminated glass

and rhombus insert

Window in PVC with 

double acrylate simple
Square window 

in aluminum with  

double glass simple

Recognized Quality

Flexidoor sectional doors fulfill all the safety requirements 
of the EN 13241-1:2003 standard.

Range of standard Colors:

standard Range of Colors

Brown similar RAL 8014 / 8017

Lacquered in Grey Ral 7016 

Green similar RAL 6005 / 6009

Red similar RAL 3000

Beige similar RAL 1015

Grey  RAL 9006

Coated in PVC light wood imitation

Blue similar RAL 5010

White similar RAL 9010

Coated in PVC dark wood imitation

Dark Grey RAL 7011

Metalic Grey RAL 9007


